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AERONAUTICAL  MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS PANEL

Working Group-B3
Washington, 30 - 31 July 1998

Report of the Meeting

1 At the kind invitation of mr. Bill Stine on behalf of the National Business Aviation Association
(NBAA), Working Group B of the AMCP met the 30th of July 1998 in the premises of the NBAA in
Washington.  The meeting was attended by 9 participants from 4 countries and 3 international
organisations, a list of which is in appendix A to this report.  The agenda as approved by the meeting is in
Appendix B.  From AMCP/5 Recommendation 4/3, Working Group B had been tasked with revising the
RF SARPs for D8PSK with a view to protect the existing AM-DSB services from the introduction of
services applying D8PSK.  In view of the urgency of the new task this meeting was scheduled in
synchronisation with WG2 of RTCA SC-172, where the US industry was expected to voice their ideas on
the feasibility of improvements to the spectral mask for D8PSK as presently described in the SARPs.
Furthermore, it was expected to have similar information available coming from the European industries
out of an EUROCAE WG-47 meeting shortly before the meeting.

2 As no formal output from either EUROCAE- or RTCA-group was submitted to WG/B, verbal
reports from some WG/B members who had attended the RTCA meeting were given.  From both groups
it was taken that industry did acknowledge the usefulness of improvements to the spectral performance of
D8PSK with respect to protecting existing AM-DSB services.  But in neither of these groups any
concrete material on the subject was put forward by industry.  On the contrary, there was an input to
WG/2 that stated NO changes to the RF SARPs were necessary to protect existing AM-DSB services, but
this paper was judged to be to optimistic in its assumptions and far from complete in its analysis.

3 Based upon the information available in the RTCA WG/2 meeting and on an FAA input to that
meeting, the rapporteur had prepared a summary of the situation.  This described some basic operational
scenarios in which AM-DSB and D8PSK communications were expected to take place in volumes of
airspace close to each other or in the same airspace resulting in a serious threat from the D8PSK
operations to the AM-DSB communications.  This paper highlighted 3 basic scenario’s to be considered:

• Air - Air; transmitter(s) on board one aircraft and receiving station(s) of another aircraft;
• Co-site on the ground; transmitter(s) and receiver(s) in an integrated Tx/Rx site;
• Co-site in the air; transmitter(s) and receiver(s) on board a single aircraft.

The situation for these three scenario’s is as follows:

3.1 Air - Air interactions.

Considering only true Air-Air configurations, the interaction between a transmitter on one
airplane and a receiver on board another airplane up to now is taken care of by restricting adjacent
channel assignments to service volumes whose edges are a minimum distance apart.  The changes with
introducing D8PSK systems are that:
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• the interaction between any D8PSK transmitter(with equal spectral envelope as an AM-DSB
Tx) and an AM-DSB receiver is stronger than between an AM-DSB transmitter and an AM-
DSB receiver;

• it will be (very) difficult to get the spectral mask for airborne D8PSK at the first adjacent
channel as good as the (nowhere specified?) performance of the present AM-DSB system;

With the introduction of VDL Mode 2/D8PSK one needs to also take ground-ground neighbouring
aircraft configurations into account:

• there can be quasi continuous D8PSK transmissions from one aircraft on the platform which
will impact much more on receiver(s) on board another aircraft nearby on the same platform
because of the facts given above, the quasi continuous nature of these D8PSK transmissions
and the (very) low path loss between such two aircraft.

possible solution:

One might try by arranging all D8PSK assignments into a subband and keeping a number
of guard channels between the D8PSK and AM-DSB subbands to take these interactions into
account.  The number of guard channels required will be determined by the most critical path
loss situation and the wideband noise performance of airborne transmitters; the close in
modulation dependent spectral characteristics are of less importance in this solution method.
Taking the platform configuration as the most demanding, one may calculate roughly -100 dBc to
be required at an offset equal to the number of guard channels for an aircraft-aircraft separation
of 100 m.  Looking at the measured performance of a number of existing AM-DSB transmitters,
this seems difficult but not unfeasible at an offset of approximately 10 channels or more.

3.2 Ground Co-site interactions.

The problems of operating an integrated transmitting/receiving station on the ground are well
known and are taken care of in the present situation by a combination of:

• implementation criteria like
∗ minimum isolation between Tx and Rx antennas
∗ minimum frequency separation between assignments implemented at one site
∗ 

 and
 
• spectral performance of the (AM-DSB) transmitters involved.

The values used for the minimum frequency separation, the minimum antenna isolation and the sidebands
of the AM-DSB transmitter are all linked together.  As a consequence, any difference in sidebands
performance of a ground D8PSK transmitter compared with an AM-DSB transmitter will influence the
two minimum values for isolation and frequency separation.

Possible solution:
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Adjust the configuration in integrated Tx/Rx ground installations to the difference in
sidebands performance between D8PSK and AM-DSB ground transmitters and ultimately accept
as a possible consequence the necessity of more ground sites,

or,
impose separate and more tight spectral requirements for D8PSK ground transmitters.

3.3 Airborne co-site interactions.

As mentioned above, operation of multiple stations on board a single aircraft are dealt with
presently by operational procedures combined with reducing Rx sensitivity in order to prevent non-
linearity effects in the receiver.  Implementation of VDL Mode 2 and 3 will change this because:

• the transmissions of VDL Mode 2 and 3 are independent of AM-DSB activity as well as
mutually independent and therefore not controllable by procedural means and,

• there is less room for any reduced sensitivity for D8PSK reception in the link budget;
• the frequency of occurrence of these VDL Mode 2 and 3 transmissions is expected to be

significantly higher than with the present AM-DSB communications.

discussion:

The airborne co-site configuration certainly is the most demanding compared to the situations
described above under 3.1 and 3.2.  In view of the uncertainty and variation in antenna isolation
in airborne co-site configurations, it is difficult to envisage how simultaneous and mutually
independent operations of AM-DSB and/or VDL Mode 2 and/or VDL Mode 3 ever are to be
safely combined on board a single aircraft.  The much lower isolation/path losses(30 to 40 dB
lower or so?) between system components on board a single aircraft make the solution of
subbanding as proposed in 3.1 ineffective/insufficient here.  Furthermore, in view of these low
isolation values, the interaction between VDL Mode 2 and Mode 3 on board a single aircraft may
necessitate further subbanding between these two systems, if that is a cure at all for the problems
between them.  In fact even the best measured performance of existing AM-DSB transmitters is
not good enough to “absorb” the 30-40 dB lower path loss situation.

3.4 Summarising:

• aircraft-aircraft conflicts require subbanding plus a number of guard channels combined with
a tighter spectral mask at an offset equal to the number of guard channels and onwards;

• ground implementation conflicts may require separate spectral characteristics for ground
stations;

• on board co-site conflicts require measures to the spectral mask of the airborne transmitter
which at present seem to be at the limit of possibilities or beyond.

4 From the above the group concluded that at present there is not enough information from industry
on what spectral characteristics are feasible in airborne D8PSK transmitters which may allow the full
deployment of digital services in the same band as the existing AM-DSB services.  Considering the
aircraft co-site situation the group concluded that most likely additional measures are required above
tightening D8PSK spectral mask performance.  It was recognised that WG/B was only tasked with
improvements of the D8PSK RF SARPs, but information on the feasibility of additional isolation
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between multiple Tx/Rx stations on board a single aircraft is necessary to arrive at such new spectral
mask definition.

5 After some discussion on the subject, a number of possible isolation improvements were
identified like:

• a tuneable notch filter in each D8PSK transmitter, to be tuned to the actual AM-DSB receive
channel to be protected;

• improving the antenna isolation by means of an RF compensation circuit dependent upon the
aircraft antenna configuration;

It was agreed to voice these types of possible alleviating measures to industry via RTCA SC-172(action
John Mettrop/Henk van Noort) as soon as possible.

6 The group was informed of a Request for Information on the feasibility of an improved D8PSK
spectral mask sent out by the FAA to industry(closure date August 31).  Since such a procedure allows
more confidentiality to manufacturers, it is hoped to get more/sufficient information from industry this
way.  The FAA also announced an “industry day” for September 24, where discussions with
manufacturers on a one-by-one basis would be possible again with a view to enable information
exchange as far as possible.  Furthermore, a subgroup within RTCA SC-172 WG/2 on all operational
scenario’s involving multiple station communications on board a single aircraft was announced to
convene in August 1998.

7 It is clear that any further progress in WG/B heavily depends upon the information on the topics
described under 5 and 6 above.  It was therefore agreed to schedule a next meeting from October 20 - 22,
1998 under the condition that by that time indeed sufficient information to proceed would be available.
Since all information on the subjects of interest would be directed to RTCA SC-172, the FAA was
invited to make that information also available to WG/B(action Annette Allender) in order to allow a
timely decision on whether to have the meeting in October or not.

8 Some discussions on what validation efforts would be required after agreement on some new
draft spectral mask for D8PSK.  In view of the fact that the interference mechanisms are well known by
now(contrary to when the original mask was developed), demonstration by industry prototype(s) of the
feasibility of the new mask would be sufficient.

9 In view of the situation it was concluded that it would be very difficult to meet the AMCP/6 time
schedule of March 99 for delivery of a validated draft D8PSK spectral mask.  More precisely, when not
enough information would be available by the end of September 1998 to proceed with the scheduled
October meeting, the AMCP/6 time schedule can not be met.

10 No other subjects requiring attention, the rapporteur on behalf of the participants thanked the
NBAA and in particular mr. Bill Stine for their hospitality and closed the meeting.
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- END -


